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Abstract. Swell-shrinkage, crack growth and over-consolidation are the main characteristics of 

expansive soil, and it is an over-consolidation soil undergone drying-wetting cycles. So there may 

be some faults to analyze expansive soil slope stability adopting the traditional strength criterion 

and calculation methods. In this paper, triaxial tests were carried out to obtain the relations between 

the parameters of shear strength and generalized plastic shear strain firstly. The soil shear strength 

increases and then decreases along with the increasing of shear deformation due to soil 

over-consolidation, and the residual strength is achieved. The functions are applied in simulating 

the relations between the parameters and generalized plastic shear strain in order to analyze 

expansive soil slope stability. Then the Strain Hardening Softening (SHS) model in FLAC3D was 

adopted to analyze the slope stability combined with strength reduction method. Results showed 

that the SHS model could be used to analyze the expansive soil slope stability considered soil 

softening. The concentrated area of plastic shear strain expanded gradually from the slope base and 

top to the middle of slope and was linked totally. The results were indicated that the soil 

characteristics of softening should be considered in analysis on expansive soil slope stability and the 

judgment of generalized plastic shear strain for expansive slope stability by FLAC3D is feasible. 

1 Introduction 

Swell-shrinking, cracks and over-consolidation are the main characteristics of expansive soil. Its 

damage to the projects could not be neglected. So it is necessary to study on the slope stability of 

expansive soil. The researches on expansive soil slope at present could be concluded in stability 

analysis[2] and numerical simulation[3]. The characteristics of expansive soil slope can be seen as 

follows: cracks develop on soil surface; the soil has the properties of shear dilation and softening; 

the characteristics of landslide show a progressive development[4]. Skempton[5] had studied the 

mechanism of strength loss under long-term loading and the choice of strength parameters in slope 

stability respectively.The researches on expansive soil slope could be concluded in stability 

analysis[6], strengthening methods[7][8], numerical simulation[9][10][11] etc. The characteristics 

of expansive soil slope can be seen as follows: the soil has the properties of shear dilation and 

softening; the characteristics of landslide show a progressive and tractive development[12]. 

Bjerrum[13] and Bishop[14] had studied the mechanism of strength loss under long-term loading 

and the choice of strength parameters in slope stability respectively. The influences on strength[15] 

and seepage[16] by cracks are mainly focused in analysis of slope stability considered cracks. 

Expansive soil undergoes drying-wetting cycles is an over-consolidation soil. At the beginning of 

shearing, the anti-shear capacity increases rapidly with the increasing of shearing deformation and 

reaches to peak. Then the anti-shear capacity reduces due to softening and reaches to residual 

strength finally. In the process of stability analysis, the active degree of anti-shear capacity should 

be considered during the process of shearing. Therefore, there may be some faults to analyze 
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expansive soil slope stability adopting the traditional strength criterion and calculation methods. 

Specifically, the key relations between the parameters of shear strength and generalized plastic 

shear strain should be obtained to apply in simulation analysis. Moreover, the Strain Hardening 

Softening (SHS) model in FLAC3D which could consider the factors of strain hardening/softening 

model well was adopted to analyze the slope stability combined with strength reduction method. 

2 Basic parameters 

2.1 Generalized plastic shear strain 

The generalized shear strain εs represented the shear deformation under complex stress condition is 

adopted generally[17]. It is shown as follows via Eq. (1). 
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where εes is elastic strain; εps is plastic strain. ε1, ε2, ε3 are principal strain. The εs can be simplified 

as Eq. (2) according to the axis symmetric state of triaxial CD tests.The total strain can be obtained 

by triaxial CD tests directly. So the plastic strain εps is obtained naturally. 

2.2 Exertion of shear strength 

The shear capacity of over-consolidated soil increases to peak value firstly with the increasing of 

shear deformation. Then the shear capacity decreases quickly and to residual strength finally due to 

softening. Therefore, the exertion of shear strength of over-consolidated soil should be considered 

during the process of shearing in slope stability analysis. In other words, the shear strength changes 

during the process of shearing and it is related to the shear deformation. Accordingly, the exertion of 

shear strength cex and φex are obtained from the principal stress difference of different confining 

stress at the same axis strain by CD tests. 

3 Constitutive models 

The strain-hardening/softening (SHS) model allows representation of nonlinear material softening 

and hardening behavior based on prescribed variations of the Mohr-Coulomb (MC) model 

properties (cohesion, friction etc.) as functions of the deviatoric plastic strain. The difference lies in 

the possibility that the cohesion, friction and tensile strength may harden or soften after the onset of 

plastic yield. In SHS model, the cohesion and friction can be defined as piecewise-linear functions 

of a hardening parameter measuring the plastic shear strain. A piecewise-linear softening law for 

the tensile strength can also be prescribed in terms of another hardening parameter measuring the 

plastic tensile strain. The code measures the total plastic shear and tensile strains by incrementing 

the hardening parameters at each time step, and causes the model properties to conform to the 

user-defined functions. 

4 Triaxial CD tests 

The triaxial CD tests were carried out and the relationship between the exertion of shear strength 

and generalized plastic shear strain are shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the cohesion exertion 

increases to the peak value (24.7kPa) with the increasing of shear deformation firstly. Now the 

generalized plastic shear strain is about 8%. Then the cohesion exertion decreases quickly and to 

residual strength (11.2kPa) finally due to softening. In contrast, the exertion of internal friction 

angle increases quickly at the beginning and reach to 9o when the generalized plastic shear strain is 

about 5%. After that, the exertion of internal friction angle continues to increase and the internal 

friction angle is about 10.2o finally. 
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Fig. 4  the exertion of shear strength- plastic 

shear strain relationship 
Fig. 5  The Finite Difference Mesh 

A softening function[7] seen in Eq. (4) is used to fit the relationship between the exertion of 

shear strength and generalized plastic shear strain here. The fitting results are still shown in Fig. 4. 

It can be seen that Eq. (4) could be represented the relationship between the exertion of shear 

strength and generalized plastic shear strain reasonably. Moreover, it can be applied in simulation 

and theoretical analysis in slope stability of expansive soil. 
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where cex and φex are the exertions of shear strength; εps is generalized plastic shear strain; a, b, k are 

unknown constants, and they are listed in Fig. 4. 

5 Slope stability by FLAC3D 

The slope stability analyses have been conducted by MC model and SHS model respectively 

combined with strength reduction method. The calculating model is shown in Fig. 5. The 

x-displacement at x=0m and x=70m are fixed. The x-displacement and z-displacement at z=0m are 

fixed meanwhile. Here, the soil parameters (e.g., cohesion, friction angle etc.) are the brittle 

functions of hardening parameters and shown in Table 1. 

Table 1  Parameters of Soil in FLAC3D 

Strength 

parameters 

c φ E μ γ 

/kPa /o /kPa / /kN·m-3 

Soil 
peak 24.7 10.2 6000 0.44 14.6 

residual 11.2 9 6000 0.40 14.6 

The results of the distribution and variation graph of plastic shear strain are shown in Fig. 6. 

The concentrated area of plastic shear strain appeared on slope base at 1000 time step (Fig. 6-(1)). 

The concentrated area of plastic shear strain also appeared from base to top at 1500 time step in less 

time (Fig. 6-(2)). The concentrated area of plastic shear strain expanded through the entire slope at 

about 3000 time step (Fig. 6-(3)). After that, the concentrated area of plastic shear strain was linked 

totally and an obvious shear zone was formed (Fig. 6-(4)). The plastic shear strain increases 

continually and the areas expand from the slope surface to the inner parts. The simulation results 

reflected the forming process of gradual landslide clearly. 
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(1)  1000 time step (2)  1500 time step 

  
(3)  3000 time step (4)  5000 time step 

Fig. 6  Distribution and Variation Graph of Plastic Shear Strain 

6 Conclusions 

The stress-strain relations of over-consolidated expansive soil are obtained by triaxial CD tests. The 

cohesion exertion increases to the peak value with the increasing of shear deformation firstly. Then 

the cohesion exertion decreases quickly and to residual strength finally due to softening. In contrast, 

the exertion of internal friction angle increases quickly firstly. The exertion of internal friction angle 

continues to increase. The results show that the shear strength of over-consolidated soil is applied 

gradually while not reach to the peak value at the beginning under shearing. The cohesion and 

internal friction angle are provided for shearing capacity before shearing failure; while the internal 

friction angle is provided for shearing capacity mainly after shearing failure. A softening function is 

used to establish the exertion of shear strength-generalized plastic shear strain relationship 

reasonably. The SHS model in FLAC3D can be used to analyze the slope stability considered soil 

softening. The characteristic of expansive soil landslide can be simulated well. Plastic shear strain is 

adopted to represent the slope deformation at different time. The concentrated area of plastic shear 

strain appeared on slope base at the beginning and also appeared on slope top afterwards. The 

concentrated area of plastic shear strain expanded gradually from the slope base and top to the 

middle of slope and was linked totally in less time. The plastic shear strain increases continually 

and the areas expand from the slope surface to the inner parts. The simulation results reflected the 

forming process of gradual landslide clearly. 
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